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A B S T R A C T   

As fuel efficiency and exhaust regulations have become more stringent, many studies have been conducted to 
improve fuel efficiency. One interesting proposal is to develop a six-stroke engine using water injection. How-
ever, there is a lack of research on this concept, and existing studies have only taken a theoretical approach or did 
not involve comparisons with a four-stroke engine, obscuring the feasibility of a six-stroke engine using water 
injection. So, in this study, we performed experiments and simulations of a six-stroke engine using water in-
jection and compared the results with those of a four-stroke engine. We optimized the exhaust valve lift profile 
through simulation for an actual exhaust cam of the six-stroke engine, and modified a four-stroke port fuel in-
jection engine to a six-stroke engine. Then, through experiments and simulations, we evaluated the feasibility 
and the challenges of building a six-stroke engine using water injection. We used the CONVERGE v2.4 software 
application and validated the simulation models through the results of experiments. Using these models, we 
conducted simulations with various injection timings, masses, and water temperatures. The results indicate that 
the cylinder wall is cooled due to continuous water injection making evaporation unstable and that wall- 
temperature control is required in order to realize a six-stroke engine using water injection. In a simulation 
assuming the constant temperature of the wall, as additional strokes are added, the indicated mean effective 
pressure (IMEP) decreases by about 0.4 bar compared to that of the four-stroke engine, and only about 40% of 
this loss is recovered through water injection. The wall evaporation ratio is more critical to the feasibility of the 
six-stroke engine using water injection than other parameters. We show that it is very difficult to achieve a six- 
stroke engine using water injection unless a significant amount of heat energy for evaporation is brought from 
sources other than the mixture in the cylinder. The challenges of a six-stroke engine using water injection were 
cylinder temperature control and latent heat of water. If excessive cooling does not occur, such as in steam 
injection, IMEP can increase due to an increase in mass. However, this is very ideal case. It is difficult to obtain 
energy elsewhere for evaporation, and due to the latent heat of water, the mixture is inevitably cooled down 
making it difficult to realize this concept of six-stroke engine.   

1. Introduction 

With regulations related to the efficiency of the engine and emissions 
becoming stringent due to environmental problems, extensive research 
has been conducted to increase the efficiency of engines [1–5]. The ef-
ficiency of an engine can be increased by enhancing the combustion 
efficiency and reducing the wasted energy. First, the primary way to 
maximize the combustion efficiency is to induce the fuel and air to react 
well, resulting in almost complete combustion. For this, extensive 

research has been conducted to attempt strategies such as multi-stage 
injection [6,7] or lean combustion [8,9]. Meanwhile, the recoverable 
wasted energy includes friction loss, exhaust loss, and cooling loss. 
These losses can be reduced to increase the efficiency of the engine. For 
example, studies have been conducted to reduce friction in the piston 
[10,11] or cam systems [12,13] by changing the shapes or characteris-
tics of surfaces. In addition, studies have been conducted to adjust valve 
variables to minimize the energy that could not be converted to work 
due to fixed valve variables [14–16]. As such, numerous studies have 
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been conducted on the basis of existing engine systems. As a result, the 
improvement of engine efficiencies has dramatically slowed. To satisfy 
increasingly strong regulations, a new fuel-efficient paradigm is needed 
outside the existing four-stroke engine system. 

One of these paradigms is a six-stroke engine using direct water in-
jection. The six-stroke engine using direct water injection is a system 
that focuses on the wasted energy by enhancing the engine efficiency, as 
shown in Fig. 1. Conklin et al. [17] first suggested this system. To 
enhance the four-stroke engine, they added two additional strokes, 
partial exhaust (re-compression) and steam expansion strokes, between 
the power stroke and exhaust stroke. In this engine, water is heated 
using coolant, and this water is injected at the end of re-compression 
stroke to recover energy from the coolant and exhaust gas. To eval-
uate the feasibility of this system, they conducted a theoretical analysis 
of the additional strokes. In their analysis, the mean effective pressure 
(MEP) of additional strokes was calculated from 0.7 to 2.5 bar in 
accordance with the mass of water and the exhaust valve close timing. 
However, these calculations were conducted through a simple thermo-
dynamic cycle analysis. Also, it was assumed that the water injection 
and evaporation were instantaneous, and heat transfer through the 
cylinder wall was neglected. 

Meanwhile, Arabaci et al. [18] conducted an experimental study on 
the effect of water injection parameters on the six-stroke engine. They 
converted a single cylinder four-stroke gasoline engine into a six-stroke 
gasoline engine. In the stoichiometric condition, water injection was 
performed with various injection pressures and timings. Water injection 
reduced emissions such as CO, HC, and NO compared to the case without 
water injection. Also, the thermal efficiency increased by about 8.72%. 
However, they compared the results of the six-stroke engine with those 
of a six-stroke engine that did not spray water, not a four-stroke engine. 
Also, they used the engine mainly used for small generators. Further-
more, specific data, such as P-V diagram, were not provided. Thus, it 
could not be judged whether the six-stroke engine with water injection 
was more efficient than the four-stroke engine. 

As such, there are no studies evaluating the specific feasibility of this 
six-stroke engine, and previous studies on six-stroke engines using direct 
water injection are insufficient. Thus, it is necessary to first evaluate the 
six-stroke engine using water injection. Therefore, in this study, the 
feasibility of a six-stroke engine using direct water injection was eval-
uated numerically by comparing the four-stroke engine and the six- 
stroke engine and verified through experiments. Then, challenges that 
affected the construction of the six-stroke engine were identified. The 
six-stroke engine system was modified by adding direct water injection 
process and two additional strokes, partial exhaust and steam expansion 
strokes, to the conventional four-stroke port-fuel-injection (PFI) gasoline 
engine. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was utilized for numerical 
analysis. Theoretical analysis was also performed. With four-stroke and 
six-stroke engines of the same configuration, experiments were per-
formed for validation. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Mechanism of the six-stroke engine using water injection 

The six-stroke engine using water injection recovers exhaust heat by 
evaporating water. For this engine, the six-stroke was constructed by 
adding a two-stroke cycle to the existing four-strokes. The mechanism of 
this engine is shown in Fig. 2. 

In the six-stroke engine, the intake stroke to combustion expansion 
stroke were the same as in the four-stroke engine. Then, instead of an 
exhaust stroke, a partial exhaust (re-compression) stroke and steam 
expansion stroke continued. Finally, the exhaust stroke is carried out, 
and the entire process of the six-stroke engine is completed. In other 
words, there are two additional strokes between the combustion 
expansion stroke and exhaust stroke, compared to the four-stroke en-
gine. Theoretically, this engine obtains additional work from the 
expansion force of steam generated by water injection at the end of the 
partial exhaust (re-compression) stroke. This process of obtaining 
additional work is shown in Fig. 3. 

All of the processes, except the additional strokes, are the same as the 
four-stroke engine on the P-V diagram. Thus, additional work is ob-
tained from positive work in the additional two strokes. Meanwhile, to 
realize the six-stroke engine, it is necessary to modify the actual cam 
shape as shown in Fig. 4. 

Unlike the existing four-stroke engine cam, the six-stroke engine cam 
was designed to have a shape that allowed each stroke to occupy 60◦. 

2.2. Experimental apparatus and conditions 

Spray visualization was conducted for validation of the spray 
breakup model. Distilled water with high purity was used in the spray 
experiment. Since water has the property of oxidizing iron, the fuel 
supply line was made of stainless steel (SUS304), which is not easily 
corroded. Also, the fuel accumulator was made of the same material due 
to corrosion. The limit pressure of the accumulator was 1,000 bar or 
more. The accumulator was designed to have a capacity of 0.5 L to 
reduce the fluctuation of the pressure. A Haskel pump (HSF-300) was 
used to supply high pressure into the fuel accumulator. A solenoid-type 
six-hole injector was used in the experiment. The details of experimental 
conditions are shown in Table 1. 

For spray visualization, the Mie-scattering method was used. The 
Mie-scattering method is a visualization method utilizing the light 
scattered by the droplets. Two metal halogenated lamps (HCL4015) 
were used to irradiate light to the left and right sides of the spray. Spray 
visualization images were obtained using a high-speed camera (Phan-
tom VEO 1310, 10,000 fps, 960x960, macro-focal 105 mm lens). 50 
images per each experimental condition were acquired through injector 
control and synchronization with the high-speed camera using Com-
pactRIO (National Instruments). Using MATLAB, the acquired images 
were overlapped and post-processed to create an average image. Then, 
the images were binarized based on the brightness, determining the 

Fig. 1. Concept of the six-stroke engine using water injection.  
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spray boundary. Last, the spray tip penetration was measured based on 
this boundary. The single-cylinder gasoline direct injection spark igni-
tion (DISI) engine was modified to inject gasoline through the intake 

manifold using the conventional port fuel injector and inject water 
directly into the combustion chamber using a conventional high-flux 
wall-guided gasoline direct injector. The spark plug of this engine was 
oriented at the center of the cylinder head. The intake and exhaust 
camshafts for the six-stroke engine were designed by the following 
methods. Obtained by reverse engineering the four-stroke engine and 
calculated from simulation respectively, the valvetrain system parame-
ters and valve lift of the six-stroke engine were implemented into 
VTDESIGN (Gamma Technologies) software to calculate the intake and 
exhaust cam lift of the six-stroke engine. Then, the calculated cam lift 
was provided to a camshaft manufacturer to precisely machine the 
intake and exhaust camshaft for the six-stroke engine. Detailed specifi-
cations of the engine are listed in Table 2. 

Fig. 2. Mechanism of the six-stroke engine using water injection.  

Fig. 3. Schematic of the six-stroke engine on a P-V diagram.  

Fig. 4. Modification of the cam profile from the four-stroke engine into a six-stroke engine.  

Table 1 
Experimental conditions for the spray experiment.  

Injector type Solenoid-driven type, six holes 

Test fluid Distilled water (H2O) 
Fluid temperature [◦C] 20 
Injection pressure, Pinj [bar] 100, 200, 350 
Injection duration [ms] 2 
Ambient temperature [◦C] 20 
Ambient pressure [bar] 1  
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The engine was operated using an alternating current (AC) motor to 
maintain constant rotational speed. The intake air flow was provided 
using compressed dry air and maintained at a constant rate using a mass 
air flow controller and chamber. The fuel was constantly pressurized 
using a siphon fuel accumulator and nitrogen gas cylinder. The water 
was pressurized using an air-driven liquid pump while maintaining a 
pressure variance below 5 bar by using the fuel accumulator. The water 
temperature was elevated by the engine heat and a high-temperature 
band heater (Global Lab) wrapped injection rail and maintained by a 
GLTC-DP heat controller (Global Lab). The injection timing and spark 
timing were controlled using the CompactRIO (National Instruments) 
system hardware and LabVIEW (National Instruments) software. The 
injection duration was also controlled by CompactRIO and LabVIEW 
with feedback from an LSU 4.9 (Bosch) lambda sensor to maintain a 
constant equivalence ratio. Lambda sensor’s accuracy at lambda 1 is 
1.016 ± 0.007. The in-cylinder pressure was measured by a piezo 

electric pressure sensor integrated 6115B spark plug (Kistler) which was 
amplified by a 5064C11 charge amplifier (Kistler) and data were ac-
quired with a USB-6341 multifunction I/O device (National In-
struments). Kistler 611B piezo electric pressure sensor integrated spark 
plug has a sensitivity of − 10 pC/bar at 200 ◦C. 99 cycles of in-cylinder 
pressure were measured, then, the average and variance were calculated 
to minimize cyclic variation and to check for combustion instability. The 
in-cylinder average pressure and volume relating to the crank angle 
were post-processed to calculate the heat release rate (HRR), total heat 
release (THR), and IMEP. The details of the positions and wiring of the 
system explained above are illustrated in Fig. 5 and an image of the 
engine is shown in Fig. 6. 

The six-stroke engine rotation speed and coolant temperature were 
maintained at 1500 rpm and 90 ◦C, respectively. The intake air flow rate 
was maintained at 87 LPM, which is equivalent to a medium load 
throttle for the six-stroke engine. The equivalence ratio was set to be 
stoichiometric by the controlling PFI injection duration and the spark 
timing was set to be at the maximum brake torque (MBT) for all cases. 
The PFI injection pressure was maintained at 5 bar and the end of in-
jection (EOI) timing was maintained at BTDC 330◦. 10 mg of water was 
injected by controlling the injection duration of the GDI injector. The 
GDI injection pressure was set to 350 bar and the injection timing was 
set from ATDC 340◦ to ATDC 360◦. The water temperature was set to be 
maintained at about 90 ◦C. Distilled water was used to reduce the 
corrosion of the combustion chamber. The test conditions listed above 
are summarized in Table 3. 

2.3. Computational methodology and conditions 

2.3.1. Computational models 
In this study, the CONVERGE v2.4 software was used. The RNG k-ε 

model [19] was used to simulate turbulent flow. Unlike the standard k-ε 

Table 2 
Six-stroke engine specifications.  

Bore £ stroke [mm] 76.98 × 85.44 
Compression ratio 10.5:1 
Displacement Volume [cc] 397.66 
Crankshaft/Camshaft gear ratio 3:1 
Intake valve lift [mm] 9.93 
Partial exhaust valve lift [mm] 5.05 
Full exhaust valve lift [mm] 8.13 
4-Stroke Valve timing 

[CA ◦] 
IVO 375 

IVC 625 
EVO 108 
EVC 346 

Additional 2-Stroke Valve timing 
[CA ◦] 

EVO 828 
EVC 1008 

CA 720◦: TDC just before the combustion expansion stroke. 

Fig. 5. Schematic of the six-stroke single-cylinder engine operating and measurement system.  
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model, this model has a modified form of the epsilon equation as shown 
in Eq. (A.1). 

For the standard k-ε model, R = 0 in Eq. (A.2). This term changes 
dynamically with the rate of strain of the turbulence, providing more 
accurate predictions for flows with rapid distortion [20]. This model was 
used in this study, because the effect of swirl on turbulence was 
considered, enhancing the accuracy for swirl flows. 

To predict the spray break-up, we used the Kevin-Helmholtz (KH) 
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) break-up model [21]. The KH-RT break-up model 
is often used for high pressure full-cone spray modeling. This model 
predicts spray break-up using KH instability [22] and RT instability 
[23]. The model constant was adjusted through validation with the re-
sults of the spray experiment. 

To simulate the interaction between the droplet and wall, we used a 
wall film model developed by O’Rourke et al. [24]. Unlike other models, 
this model uses the film momentum equation in combination with the 
experimental results from Mundo et al. [25] in order to derive the 
spread-splash transition criterion [26]. The O’Rourke and Amsden wall 
film model considers film transport on complex surfaces, heating and 
vaporization of the film, separation and re-entrainment of the liquid 
film, and so on. [24]. 

To model evaporation, we used the Frossling correlation [27] as 
shown in Eq. (A.3). 

In our simulation model, the base grid size is 4 mm. To increase the 
efficiency and stability of the simulation, using embedding, grid size 
near the wall was permanently set to 1 mm (scale 2). Also, that near the 
spark plug and in cylinder were set to 0.25 mm (scale 4) and 0.5 mm 
(scale 3), respectively, over the compression and expansion strokes. 
Furthermore, using adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), the region with a 
rapid velocity gradient over the entire time domain was locally refined 
into 1 mm (scale 2). The grid used in the simulation was shown in Fig. 7. 

To evaluate grid independence, we compared the results of the 
reference mesh with these of the mesh refined permanently (AMR off) 
into 0.5 mm over in-cylinder or entire region, as shown in Fig. 7. For 
combustion modeling, we used the level set G-equation model [28] with 
the mechanism of Liu et al. [29]. Unlike the case when combustion is 
modeled only by the reaction mechanism, this model considers flame 
propagation by turbulence. The simulation domain can be divided into 
an unburned zone, a burned zone, and a flame zone using the parameter 
G. The G-equation model can trace turbulent flame by solving the Eq. 
(A.4) and Eq. (A.5). 

2.3.2. Computational conditions 
The engine simulation conditions are summarized in Table 4. 
A six-stroke engine with the same specifications as the experiment 

was used for simulation. The engine speed was 1500 rpm. Since injection 
timing was sufficiently early, a pre-mixed condition was assumed for the 
PFI process. Iso-octane was used as the fuel for PFI. Also, the injection 
mass was adjusted so that the equivalence ratio was 1 under the same 
conditions as those in the experiment. Water was injected directly into 
the combustion chamber in the additional stroke. The water tempera-
ture was set to 90 ◦C. The injection pressure was set to 350 bar for at-
omization. The injection timing was set within a range of 60◦ before and 
after the TDC of re-compression. The injection mass of water was set to 
10, 37.93, and 97.808 mg. The temperature of the cylinder wall was 
assumed to be constant. The simulation was conducted for a crank angle 
of 1080◦ from EVC (full exhaust) to EVC (full exhaust). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Simulation model validation 

The spray model was validated by comparing its results with the 
spray experiment results. The experimental and simulation conditions 
for model validation are summarized in Table 5. 

First, the spray model was qualitatively validated by comparing the 
liquid spray images of the experiment and simulation. The images of the 
simulation and experiment are shown in Fig. 8. The simulation images 
followed those taken in the experiment well. 

Next, the spray model was quantitatively validated by comparing the 
liquid spray penetration of the experiment and the simulation. In the 
experiment, the spray penetration was defined as the distance from the 
injector tip to the farthest point within the spray boundary. In the 
simulation, the spray penetration was defined as the distance from the 
nozzle to the point at which the accumulative mass fraction was 0.99. 
The spray penetrations of the experiment and the simulation are also 
shown in Fig. 8. The simulation results regarding spray penetration 
followed the experimental results well. 

Before the simulation of the six-stroke engine, the combustion model 

Fig. 6. Image of the six-stroke single cylinder engine.  

Table 3 
Six-stroke engine operating conditions.  

Engine speed [rpm] 1500 

Coolant temperature [◦C] 90 
Intake air flow rate [LPM] 87 
Equivalence ratio 1.0 
Spark timing MBT 
PFI injection pressure [bar] 5 
PFI end of injection (EOI) [◦ BTDC] 330 
Water injection mass [mg] 10 
Water temperature [◦C] 90 
DI injection pressure [bar] 350 
DI injection timing [◦ ATDC] 340 ~ 380 

TDC: just before the combustion expansion stroke. 
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was validated using the results of the four-stroke engine, since the six- 
stroke engine had the same processes as the existing four-stroke en-
gine from full-exhaust to combustion expansion. The simulation results 
were compared with the experimental results based on the in-cylinder 
pressure and heat release rate. The comparison conditions are shown 
in Table 3. As shown in Fig. 9, the simulation results followed the 
experimental results well. 

After the spray and combustion model validation, the simulation of 
the six-stroke engine was conducted for various partial exhaust dura-
tion, since the loss occurring in additional strokes was different 
depending on the amount of residual exhaust gas before the full-exhaust 
stroke. In this section, water direct injection was not included in the 
simulation for the partial exhaust duration optimization with a single 
operating point. We adjusted the partial exhaust duration by scaling the 
valve lift profile of the full-exhaust stroke. The valve lift profile corre-
sponding to each duration is shown in Fig. 10. The profile of the CA 240◦

condition corresponds to the same profile as the full-exhaust stroke. The 
IMEP values for each condition are also shown in Fig. 10. As shown in 
Fig. 10, the IMEP was the highest under the condition that the partial 
exhaust duration was CA 180◦. In accordance with the results, the partial 
exhaust duration was set to CA 180◦, using the profile of the valve lift 
corresponding to this condition. 

After partial exhaust duration optimization, the engine experiment 
was conducted after the actual cam was manufactured by reflecting the 
partial exhaust valve lift profile adopted earlier. Then, the six-stroke 
engine model was validated by comparing the results of the engine 

Fig. 7. Grid independence used in spray and combustion simulation.  

Table 4 
Engine simulation conditions.  

Engine speed [rpm] 1500 

4-stroke Fuel (PFI) Iso-Octane (C8H18) 

Injection pressure Pre-mixed 
Injection timing 
Injection mass [mg] 14.144 

Additional 2-Stroke Fuel (DI) Water (H2O) 
Temperature of fuel [◦C] 90 
Injection pressure [bar] 350 
Injection timing [◦ ATDC] 300 ~ 420 
Injection mass [mg] 10, 37.93, 97.808 
Spray pattern Triangular shape 

TDC: just before the combustion expansion stroke. 

Table 5 
Experimental conditions for spray model validation.  

Injection pressure, Pinj [bar] 100, 200, 350 

Injection duration [ms] 2 
Ambient temperature [K] 300 
Ambient pressure [bar] 1  

Fig. 8. Spray model validation with spray visualization and the spray penetration results in liquid phase.  
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experiment and simulation. This comparison was conducted for the six- 
stroke engine cases with and without water injection. The experimental 
and simulation conditions for the model validation are summarized in 
Table 6. 

The result is shown in Fig. 11. As seen in Fig. 11, from combustion 
expansion stroke to additional strokes, the simulation results captured 
the experimental results well with respect to the in-cylinder pressure. To 
evaluate the effect of water injection, the IMEP values in the experi-
ments and simulations were calculated. 

As shown in Fig. 12, in the simulation, there was a slight increase in 
the IMEP from 5.48 bar to 5.489 bar when spraying at the TDC of re- 
compression, but it was still less than the four-stroke engine. Howev-
er, in the experiment, the IMEP decreased by about 1 to 2% compared to 
the case without water injection, despite the injection at the TDC of re- 
compression. This difference occurred because, in the experiment, the 
cycle was repeated until the engine stabilized and then 99 cycles were 
repeated again for measurement. In other words, the cylinder wall was 
cooled due to continuous water injection[30]. Failure to bring the heat 
required for water to evaporate from the cylinder wall may cause a 
decrease in pressure, taking the heat from the mixture in the cylinder. 

As shown in Fig. 13, in-cylinder pressure decreased after water in-
jection because the cylinder wall was cooled down significantly and the 
evaporation of water was not carried out smoothly. The great challenge 

of the six-stroke engine was that it was difficult to control the wall 
temperature due to such cooling. If the engine load is increased to create 
a high-temperature environment and water is injected for cooling, the 
waste heat from high-temperature exhaust gases can be further utilized. 
Due to the limitations of the experimental system, it was difficult to 
implement such a high-load environment. However, since the purpose of 
this study was to evaluate the feasibility of the six-stroke engine using 
water injection, the simulation was conducted while maintaining the 
cylinder wall temperature at the same value as that used in combustion 
model validation for comparison with a four-stroke engine. 

3.2. Six-stroke engine simulation with various injection timing 

The simulation was conducted based on the previously set model. For 
more effective pressure increase, the water injection mass was increased 
to 37.93 mg. Since steam expansion occurred instead of combustion in 
the additional stroke, the evaporation rate of water was calculated 
instead of the heat release rate with the in-cylinder pressure. The 
evaporation rate was defined as follows: 

(Evaporationrate) =
Δmwater,liquid

Δθ
, (1)  

where Δmwater,liquid is a change in mass of liquid water and Δθ is a change 
of the crank angle. After setting the injection timing within a range of 
60◦ before and after TDC of the re-compression, the pressure and the 
evaporation rate were calculated. As shown in Fig. 14, when the water 
was injected early before the TDC of the re-compression, the pressure 
decreased considerably. Also, when the water was injected late, after the 
TDC of the re-compression, the pressure decreased slightly because 
water did not reach the wall and cooled the inside of the cylinder [31]. 
Only when the water was injected 340◦ and 360◦ after the TDC, such 
that the water evaporated near the TDC of the re-compression, the 
pressure increased. The results of IMEP were similar to the tendency of 
the in-cylinder pressure as shown in Fig. 14. When the water was 
injected 340◦ and 360◦ after the TDC, IMEP values were 5.52 bar and 
5.53 bar, respectively, higher than the case without water injection. In 

Fig. 9. Combustion model validation with the in-cylinder pressure and heat 
release rate. 

Fig. 10. Partial exhaust valve profiles and the IMEP of the six-stroke engine for various durations without water injection.  

Table 6 
Experimental conditions of water injection for the six-stroke en-
gine model validation.  

Injection pressure [bar] 350 

Injection mass [mg] 10 
Injection timing [◦ ATDC] 340 ~ 380  
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the other cases, IMEP was lower than the case without water injection. 
This result is related to the movement and evaporation of droplets. 

As shown in Fig. 15, the injected water moves through the mixture and 
hits the cylinder wall, repeating this process. In this process, the droplets 
absorb heat from the mixture while moving. Since the energy required 
for the evaporation of water is large, cooling is more dominant than 
steam expansion, making the pressure decrease. Meanwhile, when the 

thermal energy is taken from the wall, steam expansion may be per-
formed without the in-cylinder pressure drop. As these two phenomena 
act in combination, the change in the pressure varies depending on the 
ratio of these phenomena. The higher the piston position, the shorter the 
distance to the cylinder wall, and the shorter the path of heat absorption. 
This can reduce the pressure drop and increase the rate of bringing in 
thermal energy from the wall. For this reason, when water was injected 

Fig. 11. Six-stroke engine model validation with in-cylinder pressure.  

Fig. 12. IMEP values of the six-stroke engine in simulations and experiments.  
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to evaporate near the TDC of the re-compression, the IMEP was higher 
than that of the case without water injection. However, even the highest 
IMEP was still lower than that of the four-stroke engine, because the 
pressure increased by only about 10% of the losses from the additional 
stroke. In the previous simulation, the effect of water injection was 
confirmed, but the IMEP was still lower than the results of the four- 
stroke engine. Therefore, the simulation was conducted with the 
amount of water increased to 97.81 mg to enhance its effect. 

As shown in Fig. 16, when water is injected early before the TDC of 
the re-compression, the pressure drop was greatly reduced. This was due 
to the increased injection duration. As the injection mass increased, the 
injection duration was extended, and the section where the water 
evaporated spanned a range near the TDC of the re-compression. Thus, 
despite early injection, the IMEP was higher than that of the case 
without water injection as shown in Fig. 16. When injected at 340◦ after 
the TDC, the IMEP was the highest at 5.65 bar because this case had 
ideal evaporation timing near the TDC of the re-compression compared 
with the other cases. Combining this result with that of the previous 
simulation, it can be inferred that it is desirable to evaporate in the 
section from 360◦ after the TDC to 400◦ after the TDC. However, it still 
showed a lower IMEP compared to the four-stroke engine. To analyze 
this result, the results of the four-stroke engine and the six-stroke engine 

were compared using P-V diagram, as shown in Fig. 17. The water in-
jection timing of these cases was 340◦ after TDC because this timing led 
to the highest IMEP in previous sections. 

According to the previously suggested concept, positive work is 
performed in the re-compression and steam expansion strokes after the 
partial exhaust stroke. However, as shown in Fig. 17, negative work was 
performed in the results of this study. When water was injected, the 
pressure seemed to temporarily increase, but the pressure decreased 
through the subsequent process, resulting in negative additional work. 
In other words, the pressure needs to increase to values higher than 
those in these cases to obtain positive work. 

3.3. Thermodynamic analysis of six-stroke engine 

There are several parameters to consider in order to increase the in- 
cylinder pressure through water injection. The first thing to consider is 
the temperature of the water. Water compressed at high pressure is 
injected, expanded, and then evaporated through a heating process. 
Assuming an isenthalpic expansion process, the higher the temperature 
of the injected water, the less energy required to produce evaporation 
after expansion. This is shown in Fig. 18 using a T-v diagram of water. 

As shown in Fig. 18, the high-temperature water can be located in the 
vapor dome on the T-v diagram after injection. When the pressure of the 
injected water drops to ambient pressure and is then positioned in the 
vapor dome after expansion, the energy required for evaporation is less 
than the latent heat of evaporation. Thus, it is possible to reduce the heat 
taken from the mixture. When heated to 523 K and 647 K, the quality (x) 
is 0.154 and 0.487, respectively, after expansion. However, even if half 
of the required energy is reduced, about 1000 kJ/kg of energy is 
required for evaporation based on an ambient pressure of 11 bar due to 
the large latent heat of water[32] which is about 10 times the latent heat 
of octane. In addition to the water temperature, the injection mass and 
wall evaporation ratio are also subject to consideration. The wall 
evaporation ratio is the ratio of energy taken from the wall to the energy 
required for evaporation. To understand the effects of these parameters, 
the pressure change in the cylinder after injection was thermodynami-
cally calculated using energy conservation. The initial conditions were 
set from the average temperature and in-cylinder pressure obtained 
through combustion simulation of the six-stroke engine. The durations 
of injection and evaporation were neglected for simple analysis. The 
internal mixture was assumed to be air and an adiabatic process was 
assumed. Other assumptions are summarized in Table 7. 

State 1 was defined as before water injection and state 2 was defined 
as after the point of water injection. By the steady-state assumption, the 
temperatures of water and air were the same in state 2. State 2 could be 

Fig. 13. In-cylinder pressure of the six-stroke engine in the experiment with 10 
mg of water. 

Fig. 14. In-cylinder pressure, evaporation rate of water and IMEP in the six-stroke engine with 37.93 mg of water.  
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determined by this temperature and Eq. (7). When state 2 was deter-
mined, the pressure change in the cylinder can be calculated by Eq. (8). 
In Fig. 19, the dotted line represents the part where the pressure change 
was zero, and the black area represents a condition in which water 
cannot evaporate perfectly. 

|Δhair| = |Δhwater| (2) 

when Tair,2 = Twater,2. 

ΔPcyl =
(
Pair,2 +Pwater,2

)
− Pair,1 (3) 

As shown in Fig. 19, when water injection mass was increased, the 
effect on pressure change was different depending on the wall evapo-
ration ratio. These differences were divided into left and right sides of 
the dotted line on the first contour. When this ratio was low, the pressure 
decreased as the mass increased. On the other hand, when this ratio was 
high, the pressure increased as the mass increased. Meanwhile, the effect 
of the water temperature was not critical compared to the wall evapo-
ration ratio. 

The simulation was conducted with an injection timing of ATDC 
340◦ and injection mass of 97.81 mg while increasing the water tem-
perature. As shown in Fig. 20, when increasing the water temperature, 

Fig. 15. Mechanism of heat absorption from the mixture in the cylinder.  

Fig. 16. In-cylinder pressure, evaporation rate of water and IMEP in the six-stroke engine with 97.81 mg of water.  

Fig. 17. P-V diagram: 4-stroke vs 6-stroke.  

Fig. 18. Injection process on T-v diagram.  
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the IMEP rose steadily, but it was still lower than that of the four-stroke 
engine. After all, the wall evaporation ratio is the key to increasing the 
pressure in the additional stroke. In other words, it can be inferred that 
the key is to bring as little heat energy as possible from the mixture. The 
core mechanism of the six-stroke engine cannot function properly unless 
it is not possible to bring heat from anywhere other than the mixture in 
the cylinder, for example from the wall or outside the cylinder. 

The ideal condition to satisfy these requirements is steam injection. 
As shown in Fig. 21, it was confirmed through simulation that IMEP 
increased compared to the four-stroke engine when 97.81 mg of steam 
was injected with 20 bar of injection pressure. The pressure increased 
evidently during the additional stroke on the P-V diagram as shown in 

Fig. 21. If excessive cooling does not occur, the IMEP can increase due to 
an increase in mass. However, this is a very ideal case. It is difficult to 
obtain energy elsewhere for evaporation, and due to the latent heat of 
water, the mixture is inevitably cooled down making it difficult to 
realize this concept of six-stroke engine. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, we conducted the six-stroke engine experiment and 
simulation to evaluate the feasibility and challenges of the six-stroke 
engine using water injection. After optimizing the exhaust valve lift 
profile through simulation, the experiment was performed with an 
actual cam manufactured by reflecting the results of simulations. The 
simulation model was validated through the experiment, and then it was 
analyzed whether it was possible to realize a six-stroke engine. The re-
sults are summarized as follows:  

(1) When the actual six-stroke engine experiments were conducted, 
the cylinder wall was cooled by repeated water injection, making 
combustion and water evaporation unstable. By increasing the 
engine load and recovering cooling loss through water injection 
instead of coolant, evaporation of water can be more stable. 
Therefore, engine temperature control is essential and the 

Table 7 
Initial conditions and assumptions for thermodynamic analysis.  

Initial conditions 

Initial pressure (Pair,1) 11.7 bar 
Initial temperature (Tair,1) 1467 K 
Injection pressure (Pwater,1) 350 bar 
Assumptions  
- Isochoric at 340◦ after TDC  
- Adiabatic  
- Steady state, ideal gas  
- Air in cylinder  

Fig. 19. Thermodynamic analysis of the pressure change in the cylinder using energy conservation.  

Fig. 20. IMEP in the six-stroke engine for various water temperatures.  
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challenge for a six-stroke engine using water injection and that is 
the great challenge.  

(2) In simulations, the additional stroke reduced IMEP by about 0.4 
bar compared to that of the four-stroke engine, which was about 
7% of the IMEP of the four-stroke engine. When 97.81 mg of 
water heated to 90 ◦C was injected, the IMEP was only recovered 
by 0.16 bar, which was about 40% of the loss.  

(3) The wall evaporation ratio is more critical to the feasibility of the 
six-stroke engine than the mass and the water temperature. In 
other words, it is difficult to realize the six-stroke engine using 
water injection unless there is a method of obtaining a significant 
amount of heat energy from anywhere other than the mixture in 
the cylinder during injection, such as cooling loss. This is the 
second challenge for the realization of the six-stroke engine using 
water injection.  

(4) If excessive cooling does not occur, the IMEP can increase due to 
an increase in mass, just as the IMEP increases when injecting 
steam. However, this is a very ideal case. It is difficult to obtain 
energy elsewhere for evaporation, and due to the latent heat of 

water, the mixture is inevitably cooled down making it difficult to 
realize this concept of six-stroke engine. 
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Appendix A 

∂ρε
∂t

+
∂(ρuiε)

∂xi
=

∂
∂xj

(
μ + μt

Prε

∂ε
∂xj

)

+Cε3ρε ∂ui

∂xi
+

(

Cε1
∂ui

∂xj
τij − Cε2ρε+CsSs

)
ε
k
+S − ρR, (A.4)  

where S is the user-defined source term, Ss is the source term that represents interactions with spray, and the Cεi terms are model constants that account 
for compression and expansion. 

In Eq. (A.1), 

R =
Cμη3(1 − η/η0)

(1 + βη3)

ε2

k
, (A.5)  

where β is an adjustable constant and η is the ratio of the turbulence to mean strain. 

dr0

dt
= −

αsprayρgD
2ρlr0

BdShd, (A.6)  

where αspray is the user-defined scaling factor for the mass transfer coefficient, D is the mass diffusivity of liquid vapor in air and Shd is the Sherwood 
number. 

∂ρG
∂t

+
∂ρuiG

∂xi
= − ρDtκ

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
∂G
∂xi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒+ ρust

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
∂G
∂xi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ (A.7)  

Fig. 21. IMEP and P-V diagram of the six-stroke engine with steam injection.  
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and 

∂ρG˝2

∂t
+

∂ρuiG˝2

∂xi
=

∂
∂xi

(

ρDt
∂G˝2

∂xi

)

+ 2ρDt
∂G
∂xi

∂G
∂xi

− csρG˝2ε
k
, (A.8)  

where st is the turbulent flame speed, ρu is the unburned density, k is the turbulent kinetic energy, ε is the turbulent dissipation, and cs is a user-defined 
constant. 
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